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DPA 2018 – GDPR Data Policy 

What personal data we collect 

The Somborne & District Society collects 
personal data from its members comprising 
name, address, email address and telephone 
number.  Occasionally other personal data 
may be collected from sources such as 
attendance lists at events, documentation of 
personal achievement and publication 
awards, and records of sales including 
publications. 

What we will do with the data 

The Society will use this data to send 
members its quarterly Newsletter, and 
managing events and meetings.  We may 
also use it to send you mailings relating to 
news.  

 

 

We may also use your information for data 
analysis so that we can monitor membership 
numbers and location.  We do not share 
your data with other organisations. 

How we will store the data 

The Society will store your data on a 
database held by our membership secretary 
and used in accordance with the Society’s 
data protection policy. 

Historical Data 

The Society may also hold historical data for 
its historical research purposes. 
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Chairman’s Letter Spring 2020 

 

A new year and a new era as we move to the sunlit uplands of Brexit Britain. The 
Somborne Society can at the same time look forward to an interesting 
programme of lectures and events. It started with a well-attended talk by Mike 
Reynolds on the architect Andreas Palladio and continues withs such diverse 
subjects as King Alfred, Fabergé (the egg man?), Calshot (flying boats?) and the 
impact of the Battle of Britain on our part of the world.  There is also a visit planned 
to Enham Alamein about which I know absolutely nothing so I am intrigued to 
know what it is. 

Beyond that the committee members responsible for planning future events 
already have several items for us to look forward to. 

Please remember that the Society holds a number of interesting documents 
covering local history and these are available to view and purchase at our 
monthly meetings. 

In case you are interested, our new treasurer reports that the Society remains 
solvent with reserves of between three and four thousand pounds and manages 
to break even on a monthly basis. 

In summary your Society is thriving and will continue to do so. 

 

David St.John 
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Editorial 

A bit of a walking special this time.   

Gordon Pearson has for the last year or two been corresponding with a family 
about the history of Winton Cottage.  His booklet is available to purchase. 

David Pennington 

davidpennington1250@gmail.com 
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Footpaths: Historical Note 

Kings Somborne is blessed with many footpaths and walks.  The public footpaths 
were originally designated as paths between places, to enable a worker to get to 
their place of work, so many are village to village.  Some of them will have 
originated as the paths through the four open-field system that existed before the 
current patchwork of fields and hedges that were created during the enclosures. 

 

Village Footpaths in 1946/7  

Norman Denison sent me this many months ago.  The various WWII sites that 
are mentioned may be of interest.  I found it best to trace them out on an OS-
Map. 

“During some research through the KS Parish Magazine I came across a series 
of write ups of Village footpaths published between July 1946 and January 1947. 
There was no Vicar at the time and it seems likely that they may have been the 
work of the redoubtable Church Warden, CB Scott ("Scottie"). 

The first two paragraphs introduce the series which to my mind contains a 
number of references to places of which we may remember or know little.” 

It is a great pity that our beautiful paths through fields and woods are so little 
used, and are likely to become overgrown and difficult to follow.  We meet so 
many people out for a walk on the hard high road with all its traffic dangers, and 
so few on our field paths. 

We have seven main paths radiating from near the centre of the parish, and we 
propose to describe some of them with the hope that it will create a little interest. 

Path 1. 

There is the path which starts by the south wall of the churchyard, passing by the 
remains of John of Gaunt’s palace and the Archery ground. It then passes along 
the top of recreation field and crosses the main Romsey road.  Here a short 
branch cut across the corner to the bottom of Dicker’s Hill.  The path continues 
through the gardens and orchards with the bank of John of Gaunt’s Deer Park 
close by on the right.  The road is reached near Horsebridge.  Continue down 
Station Yard to the wicket by the goods shed.  The Railway Co’s sign about 
“Private Path” can be ignored.  Cross the line and continue down beside the line 
until a high stile on the right takes us over our parish boundary into the parish of 
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Bossington.  Keep to the right close to the ditch and wire fence, cross a small 
ditch (often dry) by a plank and go across to the willow row where there is an iron 
field gate leading on to bridge and cart track.  This track has been laid with stones 
in places and is part of the old Roman road from Winchester to Old Sarum.  Then 
three more gates, and after passing some very fine unpollarded willows we come 
out on the Houghton, Pittleworth, Mottisfont road, opposite Bossington farm at a 
distance of two miles from our church. 

Path 2. 

For the path to Houghton, go up Cow Drove, and when past the cottages on the 
left hand side, turn up across the field in a north westerly direction and at the top 
of the hill come out on to a gravel road where it is joined by a cart track which 
comes up from Frog Hole.  This track is also a public path.  The view from the 
top of the hill is very fine for its elevation of only 250 feet, and will be remembered 
as a Home Guard post.  Proceed down the gravel road, passing How Park on the 
right and crossing the railway.  The path is then on a green track between wire 
fences without gates or stiles.  At the first bridge which is over the Park Stream 
we cross into Houghton parish.  At the dairy farm on the right we pass through 
the western bank of John of Gaunt’s Deer Park and soon reach a fine foot bridge 
over the River Test which at this spot has a very impressive width.  There is a 
ford for vehicles and the U.S.A army used it as a “Mock Boat” site.  The road at 
Houghton is reached in 1½ miles from our church.  If we turn left along the road 
for a quarter of a mile and then right up a drove the path continues to Broughton, 
3½ miles, passing close to the home of Anne Steele, who wrote the hymns, 
“Father of mercies, in Thy word” and “Father, whate’er of earthly bliss”.  It was 
over this path that Mr.S.P.B.Mais conducted a party from Horsebridge station 
which he has described in his “Week-ends in England”.  The path keeping to the 
right of the stream comes out by the Manor Farm.  If we turn to the left over the  
stream and up by the Council School, we find another path which passes up the 
west side of the Wallop valley past Nine Mile and Berry Court to Nether Wallop.  
Here there is a short distance on a road and then the path continues, leaving 
Knockwood and Middle Wallop on the right, passing over the main Salisbury and 
Andover road to the back of Over Wallop church, a total distance of about 7½  
miles, of which only ¾ of a mile is on made-up roads. 

Path 3 

To North Park and Sandy Down.  Go up the Stockbridge Road for half- a-mile, 
and at about 100 yards beyond New Lane, turn in on the right and the path runs 
between two fields.  This path is very easy going and free from stiles, fences and 
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other obstructions.  It winds pleasantly round the valley until it reaches North Park 
Wood, when it becomes a cinder and gravel track which skirts the wood.  The 
boundary of Little Somborne parish follows the track just inside the wood, which 
in the spring has a splendid show of the Red Campion.  In just over two miles we 
come out through the yard of North Park Farm on to the Little Somborne to 
Stockbridge Road.  Crossing the road into the Stockbridge parish continues on 
to a grass track by the wood known as Windovers.  The large U.S.A Hospital 
camp can be seen one field away on the left.  The track enters the wood going 
between “The Plantation” and Ridges Copse, and is now in Little Somborne 
parish.  Passing through a very fine belt of beeches and pines we emerge on to 
the main Winchester- Stockbridge road just to the east of the 7th milestone from 
Winchester.  We are now in Stockbridge parish again, and following the path 
straight across Common Down join a track edged with thorn hedges and enter 
Little Somborne parish.  Passing a bungalow on the left, at 3½ miles, we reach 
Upper Sandy Down and join a tarred road just above Phillip Heath House, now 
the property of Sir Bernard Docker. 

If this road is followed to the right down in to the valley and then the rough road 
to the left is taken passing by Phillip Heath farm a grass track is seen on the right.  
This track passes by Leckford Down farm and the Army Quarantine station for 
dogs and other pets, and joins the Winchester-Andover road at Crawley Down. 

Path 4 

To Up Somborne.  Take the Winchester road until the turning for Ashley is 
reached.  Go down the Little Somborne road for about 80 yards and go over a 
rail at a gap in the hedge on the right and up to the hedge on the brow of the hill.   
Keep along the hedge until another rail in a gap leads us over to the northern 
side of the hedge.  Presently the hawthorn becomes a beech hedge and Little 
Somborne makes a very pretty picture away on the left, first the farm then the 
church, and lastly the park and mansion coming into view. The Ordnance Survey 
of 1891 shows a footpath running from the top of the hill straight to the junction 
of Chalk Hill road with the Chalk Vale to No Man’s Land road, but it is not shown 
on the 1894 revision.  There was also a path running straight across from the 
bottom of Ashley Hill to Little Somborne which is shown on both the 1871 and 
1894 maps.  There has been no sign of these two paths for the last 35 to 40 years 
and as they ran diagonally across arable fields they have been completely lost.  
Continuing down a slope we reach the Chalk Hill road where a few yards up we 
find a gap in the hedge and continue along beside a small row with crab apple 
trees and teasels which is the boundary of Little Somborne parish.  Passing 
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between two open fields along another hedge, at just over 2½ miles, we come 
out under a yew tree into Up Somborne Village.  This path would be much 
improved by some hedge trimming.  There is a short path cutting across Up 
Somborne Downs, which was closed during the war by the R.A.F Radar station.  
From the top of the down, which is about 350 feet above sea level there is an 
extensive view, extending westwards to Clearbury Hill on the other side of the 
Avon valley about 16 miles away.  

Path 5. 

To Michelmarsh.  This path is a track throughout with no stiles or fences.  Take 
the Eldon road for just over one mile where a yew tree will be seen in Humbers 
Wood on the right.  Turn in on the track close by.  Second ride to be crossed is 
the beautiful Sallys Walk, a private path leading from Compton House to 
Furzedown.  We have been told that there is an old manuscript in the library at 
Winchester which tells the story connected with it.  Presently we come out to the 
private road from Compton to Lower Eldon and face a glorious view down a valley 
to Brook and the River Test some 250 feet below.  Keeping to the left down the 
road we pass News Wood on the left and at the bottom of the hill reach Lower 
Eldon at two miles.  Here a public road, grass grown and rutty, comes up from 
Brook on the right and on the left a track goes through a gate and up a field on to 
the Upper Eldon road.  Passing through the gate in front and up the field a flint 
built cottage is seen on the left.  The next gate is an iron one, then at the keeper’s 
shed turn left through another iron gate and immediately right down the track 
through Michelmarsh wood and in a few yards pass out of our parish.  In half a 
mile we come out on to a rough lane which turns down to the left to some cottages 
and Manor Farm, but we continue through the wood opposite and soon see the 
Old Rectory on the left and then Michelmarsh Church with its unusual wooden 
tower at a distance of over 3 miles;  nearly opposite a footpath leads past Park 
Farm down from the fishing cottage at Lower Brook. 

Path 6. 

To the Forest of Bere.  Take the road for nearly 1½ miles to the signpost at the 
bottom of Ashley hill.  Go through the gate at the corner into Ashley parish and 
cross the field to the north end of the farm buildings.  Pass through two iron hurdle 
gates and over a very narrow stile into Lover’s Walk which has become 
overgrown in places.  At the top end is an old stile and the footpath from Chalk 
Hill to Ashley is crossed.  A little wicket leads into a meadow which cross to a 
bungalow and through a field gate on the left and turn right along by a hedge. 
The 1909 and later editions of the Ordnance Map show an alternative path to this 
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spot which is not shown on the older editions.  Instead of entering Lover’s Walk, 
go across the field outside to the corner of fine row of beech trees, continue along 
for about 100 yards and and over some rails through a narrow belt with a wire 
fence on the other side and then along the hedge to the field gate.  Continue by 
the hedge until the track turns down to the left into Ashley Wood.   Crossing 
Brickiln Drove we face two rides, the one in front is Straight Walk, but we take 
the one to the right which is Forest Walk.  After crossing the Long Walk which 
goes straight through the wood for over ¾ of a mile and climbing to 400 feet, we 
descend and come out of the wood into the outer past a ditch of a Roman Camp.  
Further on there is a small cross ditch with large yew hedge we cross a footpath 
from Gipsy Lane to Barn Down Pond which continues up over the Down by 
Withering Corner to the Bailey’s Down-Farley Mount road.  On leaving the camp 
cross the corner of the field to a stile and continue down to Gipsy Lane, leaving 
the water pumping station on the left, 1½ miles from the signpost.  The path 
continues across the field to Forest Farm and cottages.  Turning to the right leads 
to ¼ mile on to the Ashley to Farley Mount road, or turning up the lane to the left 
will lead in just over 1 mile on to the Chalk Vale to Sparsholt road. 

Path 7. 

To Gunners Earth and Parnholt. Go up the Winchester road for nearly half-a –
mile and to the right up an old track under the trees which leads to a stile.  Then 
follow a stiff climb up Red Hill to an old chalk pit where we meet the Ashley parish 
boundary.  After the next stile we see away on the left a fine old twin Black Poplar 
which with its bunches of mistletoe is such a landmark for some distance.  There 
was formerly a much finer specimen near it, but now only a dead stump remains.  
The next stile is a fine broad “super” stile.  Proceeding down hill there is a track 
on the left to Ashley new buildings, and after another stile we see Hoplands, 
formerly known as Garlick away on the right and after that three more stiles, pass 
through the corner of Gunners Earth copse and come out at 1½ miles on to the 
road from Hoplands by Charlwood copse and Garlick Gate which joins the Ashley 
to Farley Mount road near Barn Down Pond.  Here we leave the Ashley parish 
boundary and going to the left for about 100 yards turn up a track on the right 
past a big chalk pit into Like copse.  Here the track bends to the right, but soon 
straightens.  At a junction of six tracks we pass through an ancient bank into 
Parnholt Wood, and keeping straight on pass over our parish boundary into 
Farley parish., emerge at about 3 miles on to the road from Bailey’s Down to 
Farley Mount which is ¾ of a mile away on the left.  If we turn to the right we soon 
reach a road on the left leading to Farley Farm and Church nearly another mile. 
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Footpaths – A modern list. 

The Footpaths are designated Public Rights of Way, the designation is 
maintained by local government.  A definitive statement is available on the 
Hampshire County Council website.  This lists 34 numbered footpaths although 
with some gaps in the sequence.  Many appear to be the footpaths listed in 
1946.  Also listed are 8 paths starting at number 501, which are deemed to 
have started in a neighbouring parish. 

 

No. Start End Descriptions, Conditions and Limitations 

1 3349 2780 
Mottisfont 
705 at 
Parish 
Boundary 

3391 2781 
Romsey 
Road 
A3057 

 

From Road A.3057 westwards along 10 ft. wide 
gravel and grass track enclosed between hedges, 
through cuckoo gate, across railway lines, 
through cuckoo gate, along 6 ft. wide grass track 
enclosed 10 ft. wide between wire fence and 
hedge, across 8 ft. wide wooden bridge over 
River Test and along well defined grass track 
across pasture to stile on left of gateway at Parish 
Boundary 

14 3634 3117 
Muss Lane 

3665 3140 
New Lane 
(U40) 

 

From Road U.40 north-eastwards along metalled 
road enclosed 8 ft. wide between hedge and wire 
fence, through 6 ft. wide gap between cottage 
wall and hedge, eastwards along grass and earth 
path enclosed between hedges, over rail fence, 
north-eastwards along verge of pasture on south 
side of hedge, under rail fence, along verge of 
arable field on north side of hedge and fence, 
over rail fence, across pasture and through field 
gate to Road U.40 west of Tanner’s Pond. 

 

Extract from 
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/rightsofway/definitivestatement/KingsSomborne
.pdf 
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Long Distance Paths 

There are three long distance walks which pass through the parish, although 
one (Monarch’s Way) follows the other two. 

The Test Way. 

The Test Way is 44 miles long, from Ink Pen Beacon near Hungerford, down to 
Eling Mill on Southampton Water.  Here, much of the route follows the old Spratt 
and Winkle Railway from the Mayfly PH, through Stockbridge, down to Lower 
Brook where it turns across to Mottisfont and then round Awbridge to find 
Romsey. 

The Clarendon Way. 

This 24 mile long route joins the cities of Salisbury and Winchester, and for some 
the route follows the old Roman Road. From Broughton the route takes the path 
along the back of the village to join a track leading to Houghton.  The footpath 
crosses the River Test by a footbridge and then the Test Way. After passing 
through the village, the route climbs Red Hill up towards Parnholt Woods and 
then to Farley Mount Country Park. 

The Monarch’s Way 

This long distance path is one of the longest at 625 miles, and roughly follows 
the route taken by an escaping King Charles II following the Battle of Worcester 
in 1651.  The route had been promoted by Trevor Antill (1937 – 2010).  In our 
locality it follows the route of the Clarendon Way from Salisbury and then follows 
the Test Way down to Mottisfont, where it branches off to Michelmersh. 
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Monarch, Test and Clarendon way on a Land Ranger Map. (streetmap.co.uk) 

 

The three paths meet a SU350,316.     At the time 
of the 1946 list, the crossing point of the Test way 
and Clarendon Way would have been an 
occupation crossing on a live dual track mainline 
with through trains from Cheltenham to 
Southampton.  Today a small post marks the point.  
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The Village Map 

The society made, and maintains a map of footpaths which is mounted on the 
wall of the Crown Public House.  The map shows the paths, and photographs 
from various viewpoints.  The map was recently refreshed, after the 
photographs had faded in the Sunlight.  Terry Mackintosh tried to find the same 
place to take new photographs. 
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Village Walks 

Every month the Gauntlet publishes a local walk for the last Sunday of the month. 
Starting at 2pm from the Village Hall.  There is an online achieve for the Gauntlet 
on www.thesombornes.org.uk, in which a series of walks can be found.  Some 
have started in Stockbridge, another in Longstock, going up to Danebury Hillfort.   

For now, we’ll leave you with a taster of the planned March Walk.  These are 
hosted by the Village’s Footpath Wardens.   

 

March 29th  2020: 6 miles (9.5km)  2½ hours  

We leave the village along the Winchester Rd and take the path past the 
Beef Unit towards Up Somborne before turning left to take the steep path 
down to Little Somborne.  We then head north to North Park Farm and the 
path towards the village, down New Lane and return to the Village Hall via 
footpath 14 and Muss Lane. 

 

The WI, and no doubt other walking groups also explore the countryside round 
the villages.  

 

Mike Woodcook 1938-93  
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Seven Walks Around King’s Somborne 

The Society publishes a booklet of seven walks, this was created in 2009, 
based on the work of the various Footpath Wardens for the village.  These 
included Mike Woodcock, George Upton, Joy Hunt and Steve Rake.  Mike 
Woodcock is remembered by a bench and a dedication near the road junction 
to Hoplands. 

For each walk the booklet has directions, points of interest, historical notes, 
and a fold out map selection for each walk.  

 

The Countryside Code 

Respect     Protect     Enjoy 

  

Respect other people  

• Consider the local community and 
other people enjoying the outdoors  

• Leave gates and property as you 
find them and follow paths unless 
wider access is available 

Protect the natural environment   

• Leave no trace of your visit and 
take your litter home  

• Keep dogs under effective control  

Enjoy the outdoors  

• Plan ahead and be prepared  

• Follow advice and local signs 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-countryside-code 
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Winton Cottage and the Goffe Family 

The Goffe family’s connection with King’s Somborne dates from 1820 when 
Mary Barrett of Stockbridge married the widowed Edward Goffe of Hursley in 
King’s Somborne parish church.  They lived in a fine house which stood in 
Romsey Road, a dowry from Mary’s parents.  Unfortunately, the house was 
destroyed by fire in 1856 so the uninsured family moved into their coachman’s 
cottage and stable which Edward extended and converted to become the 
cottage we know today. 

The remarkable story of how this humble two-up, two-down bothy was repaired, 
converted and extended over many years by successive generations of the 
family is told in a new booklet published by the Somborne & District Society. 

The Goffe’s were wine merchants trading in Winchester and they became a 
highly respected village family, living in the cottage for four generations over a 
period of 143 years.  All male heirs were named Edward. 

The historical research into the family and the cottage has been undertaken by 
the present generations of the Goffes who now live in Leicestershire.  Their 
unique family archive dates back over two centuries and is housed in four large, 
heavy sacks, each filled with personal documents relating to the family’s affairs.  
It has taken well over a year on a regular daily basis to examine all of the 
documents.  Those relating to Winton Cottage have been scanned and sent to 
me for collation and inclusion in my text. 

The booklet is an A5 sized publication of almost forty pages which includes 
thirteen photographs from the family’s album together with five drawings and 
maps including the Goffe family pedigree.  It has a coloured cover and is now 
on sale at the meetings of the Somborne & District Society or from the Post 
Office at a cost of £4.00 

Gordon Pearson 
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Society Publications 

Celebrating Somborne  Hardback   
       A History of King’s Somborne Paul Marchant (Ed)  1989  
 

£6.00 

The School: The Ongoing Legacy of a School Founder and 
Education Innovator   by Josephine Finch 
 

£5.00 

Richard Dawes: Education pioneer and Dean of Hereford – 
Family, Friends and Legacy.  By Norman Denison 2017 
 

£6.50 

The History of Ashley Village                       Kate Gilbert 1992  £4.00 
Booklets  
Now Out: Winton Cottage and Goffe Family 
    Gordon Pearson 

£4.00 

NEW  Sir Thomas Sopwith 
    Robin Gunter & Norman Denison 

£3.50 

Seven Walks Around the Countryside of King’s Somborne   
   Joy Hunt, Steve Rake and George Upton 

£4.00 

Two Walks Around the Village of King’s Somborne 
    Keith Chapman and Gordon Pearson  

£1.50 

The History of The Crown Inn (new Revised 3rd Edition) 
   Gordon Pearson 

£4.50 

The Folks Who Lived on The Hill  (The Johnson family of  
Marsh Court)  Mary Pollock   

£2.00 

Pigskin and Silk (The Story of the Stockbridge Races) 
   Mary Pollock   

£4.00 

The 6th Bell and Other Stories – Somborne Memories 
   Mary Pollock (Ed)  

£3.50 

Deep Flowed the Som – Collected Poetry £1.50 
  
Electronic Media.  

The Parish Records of King’s Somborne CDROMs 
Baptisms, Burials & Marriages 1700 – 1971 

£6.00 each 
or Online 

Low Stock - Loan Copy available  
Illustrating Somborne 
           A photographic history (1992) 

Somborne Remembers, World War I 
Mary Pollock and Norman Denison 

A History of Up Somborne and 
Rookley. Gordon Pearson (2016) 

King’s Somborne Farmers’ Club   
 

A Year in the Life of Somborne  
                DVD filmed by Bill Sutton 

The Founding of King’s Somborne 
Working Men’s Club   
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Published by the Somborne & District Society (Register Charity No.276385) 
Founded in 1978 

Programme of Meetings 

10th March 2020 7.30 pm Faberge      

By Mark Wilson 

25th March 2020 7.30 pm Calshot – a place in time    

By Colin van Geffen 

22nd April 2020 7.30 pm 'Origins of Romsey Mayoralty  

      and Victorian Mayors.!   

      by Mrs Barbara Burbridge 

27th May 2020 7.30 pm Battle of Britain around Somborne 
      by John Smith 

 

Publications 
 

Now Out 
Winton Cottage. 

By Gordon Pearson 
 
This illustrated booklet tells the story of four generations of the Goffe Family 
and Winton Cottage in Kings Somborne. 
 

£4.00 
 
 
New  

Sir Thomas O.M. Sopwith at Compton Manor  
By Robin Gunter & Norman Denison 

 
Illustrated booklet, 36 colour pages, comprising a time line of the most 

important events and people in Sir Thomas’s life complemented by a brief 
family history and record of his time whilst here in the Sombornes. 

 
£3.50 

 


